The brain’s response to financial loss

A region of the brain involved in the sensory and reward system is important to how people respond to financial loss. Research published online this week in Molecular Psychiatry, suggests that the transport of a reward system neurotransmitter, called norepinephrine, could be crucial in the development of pharmacological therapies for neuropsychiatric disorders like pathological gambling and ADHD.

Loss aversion describes having greater sensitivity to losses compared to gains, and it can vary widely between individuals. Most people would only enter a two outcome gamble if it were possible to win more than they could lose; people with impaired decision making show reduced sensitivity to monetary loss. Previous evidence indicates that this could be due to low levels of norepinephrine.
Hidehiko Takahashi and colleagues investigated the relationship between norepinephrine transporters on neurons in the thalamus and loss aversion by performing positron emission tomography (PET) scans on 19 healthy male individuals. Individuals participated in a gambling task and then subsequently had PET scans. The PET scans showed substantial individual differences in terms of density of norepinephrine transporters in the thalamus. The authors found that individuals with low levels of norepinephrine transporters—that is, having less norepinephrine re-uptake—show enhanced emotional effects in relation to norepinephrine. These findings mean that these individuals show pronounced emotional or arousal response to losses relative to gains.
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